






Howdy, Texans!

With the countdown to Houston Pride now drawing to a rapid conclusion, we’ve been 
notified by certain powers-that-be that a buff  band of  merry men that revel in the ribald 
and exalt the X-rated will soon be boarding a proud bird with a brass ass to mix and 
mingle with the assembled masses at the Houston Pride Festival and Parade.  Yes, la-
dies, the Atomic Men are riding a Scud missile to the Bayou City to join us in our Pride, 
and rumors are rampant that they won’t be leaving until they’ve converted us all to their 
cause.  What that cause is, you’ll have to read about in our cover feature because, to be 
honest, I haven’t gotten past their boing-producing bodies to figure out just who these 
unmasked and unclothed men really are.  But, I swear, it’s all in the story…which I’ll read 
when I’m through abusing the pictures.

And, since being gorgeous and amply-tooled isn’t all there is to being a homo in the 
21st Century, we’ve got a veritable cornucopia of  commentary and features - from This 
Week’s Tea and Chris Allen’s Groovelines to ‘Scopes and our much-loved TWT Files - to 
focus your attention on until Nic serves you up that brewski or Laylonni that Madonna 
Linguine Pescatore Diavalo.  And, it’s all right here in a handy format that doubles as a 
package-enhancer while encouraging erudition and celebrating erotica.  

Stay proud!

Until next week….we’re This Week in Texas!
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Name: Daddy Lou

Occupation: Single & retired, and recruiting for a boy... a Pride-full family is an sincere op-
tion.

Best qualities in a good Boy: LOYALTY, INTEGRITY, Respect & Honor for his Daddy and himself, 
and his “brothers” in Leather. A boy that can ‘think for himself’, but knows to seek counsel also.

Best thing about being a Daddy: Appreciating a boy who believes and practices Loyalty, Honor and 
Trust of his Daddy / SIR.  “They’re not just words”... And carefully watch His boy’s personal growth.

Daddy’s pleasures: Searching... down into a boys eyes to see what is in his heart and his true 
desires. Not material things... but thoughtful matters, skills, and experiences of substance. Intimacy 
beyond measure...

How Daddy spends his free time: Practicing Spiritual Dynamics in Relationships; Never ending 
quest to study & practice Leather Lifestyles; and show appreciative kindness to all.

What you don’t know: More tattoos on the way, and in some very special places (Very Evil Grin). 
Don’t mistake my kindness as a sign of weakness... and NEVER!... Make someone your priority, 
while they have only made you an option.  And yes... there is one boy my heart will never let go of.
























































